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AUTOMATED FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM MANAGER

This is specialized professional work in managing and coordinating the activities associated with the
Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) found in the Division of Criminal Information in the
State Bureau of Investigation.
Under the administrative supervision of the division director, the employee is responsible for the
planning, development, maintenance, and monitoring of AFIS. Employee is responsible for coordinating
the overall data collection, processing, and output requirements of the automated fingerprint system.
Work includes planning with various division supervisors to formulate output objectives and
coordinating the technical details of methods of collection, format of data entry, program revisions, and
solving operational problems. Employee oversees research and special project activities assigned by
division director and performs related work as required. Employee reports to the Director of the Division
of Criminal Information.

I. DIFFICULTY OF WORK:

Variety and Scope - Work involves providing support to and coordinating automated fingerprint
activities between division sections and the department's computer center. Employee formulates AFIS
training procedures, prepares documentation for AFIS budgetary needs, troubleshoots hardware and
software problems, analyzes computer generated reports to evaluate the effectiveness of the system,
and organizes and directs special projects.

Intricacy - Detailed analysis of the manual fingerprint identification system and system software is
required to convert existing files to the automated data base and link information to the centralized
criminal history data base.

Subject Matter Complexity - Work requires technical knowledge of the functions of the division and a
thorough knowledge of the automated fingerprint identification system. Work requires a complete
understanding of the integration of the existing manual fingerprint identification system with the
automated system and the interfacing with the centralized criminal history information database.

Guidelines - Guidelines include state and federal laws and requirements and internal policies regarding
criminal information systems. Employee uses a variety of comprehensive computer hardware and
software manuals.

II. RESPONSIBILITY:

Nature of Instructions - Employee receives limited guidance from the division director in meeting the
division's goals and objectives as they pertain to the automated system. In special projects, Employee
receives limited instructions and guidance in regard to project planning, development, and evaluation.

Nature of Review - Daily work activities are performed with considerable independence. Employee
consults with the division director as problems occur or as decisions requiring the division director's
attention is needed.

Scope of Decisions - Decisions impact on local, state, out-of-state, and federal law enforcement
operations accessing information from the criminal history database.

Consequence of Decisions- Mismanagement of the system could result in the loss of critical and
voluminous criminal information affecting the immediate operation of the division and the criminal
justice community.
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III. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS:

Scope of Contacts - Work requires contact with all areas of the division, various areas within local,
state, out-of-state, and federal law enforcement agencies and the private sector.

Nature and Purpose - The majority of contacts within the agency are to coordinate the data processing
activities associated with the automated fingerprint identification system. Other contacts involve
presentations informing the criminal justice community of the automated system. Work may also
include contact with software and hardware vendors to resolve contract problems.

IV. OTHER WORK DEMANDS:

Work Conditions - Most work is performed in a typical office setting with occasional travel.

Hazards - Travel may cause exposure to inclement weather and hazardous driving conditions.

V. JOB REQUIREMENTS:

Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities - Thorough knowledge of criminal justice concepts and procedures.
Considerable knowledge of the manual classification and identification of fingerprints. Thorough
knowledge of data processing technology including equipment and applications requirements and
constraints as it relates to the automated fingerprint identification system. Considerable knowledge of
state and federal laws and requirements regarding criminal information systems. Ability to communicate
effectively in oral and written form. Ability to coordinate the work of others. Ability to establish and
maintain effective work relationships.

Minimum Training and Experience Requirements - Graduation from a four-year college or university
with a degree in criminal justice, computer science, or business administration and five years of
progressively responsible experience in a combination of fingerprint science and criminal justice
information systems and retrieval; or an equivalent combination of training and experience.


